
Expiration of payroll tax holiday.

Permanent extension of Bush-era tax cuts for individual incomes up to $400,000 and cou-

ples up to $450,000.

Above those same income thresholds, capital gains will now be taxed at 20% instead of 15%. 

 

Spending cuts (known as the “sequester”) of $1.2 trillion over 10 years will be delayed for 

two months. 

INTRODUCTION

GREGORY J. LEONBERGER, FSA, EA, MAAA, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

For most investors, 2012 was by and large a successful year.  Equities – both U.S. and international 

– delivered returns in the mid to high teens.  Fixed income markets were again positive, with 

credit, high yield, and bank loans proving to be the best sectors.  Real Estate continued its trend 

of positive returns, and private equity maintained its momentum of the last few years coming 

out of the financial crisis.  On the economic front, the fiscal cliff debate was at the forefront of 

investors’ minds as 2012 concluded, with a stopgap resolution passed at the last minute which 

almost certainly rescued us from another recession.

But enough about 2012 – it is a new year and investors are less concerned about what just 

happened, and more interested in what the coming year holds for their portfolios.  In the 

following articles, we will take a closer look at critical issues for each asset class in 2013.  Each 

article contains insightful analysis and key themes to monitor over the coming year, themes which 

will underlie the actual performance of the asset classes covered.  Articles are offered for the 

following asset classes: fixed income, U.S. equities, non-U.S. equities, hedge funds, real estate, 

private equity, and infrastructure.  To set the context for discussion of each capital market, we 

kick off our preview with an examination of the U.S. economy. 

U.S. ECONOMY: 
Handle with Care

 GREGORY J. LEONBERGER, FSA, EA, MAAA, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

As 2012 wound to a close, worries that the United States would go over the fiscal cliff dominated 

headlines across the world.  Fortunately, lawmakers cobbled together a temporary solution 

which mostly avoids the $600 billion of spending cuts and tax increases that were sure to put the 

U.S. back into another recession.  The primary features of the deal are as follows:
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 “Looking at the 

big picture of the 

economy, there are 

glimpses of good 

news: the fiscal cliff 

crisis was averted, 

the massive budget 

deficit is finally being 

addressed...”
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Exhibit 1: Gross Debt Levels as a % of GDP

Source: IMF, Bloomberg

Exhibit 2: Household Debt Trending Down ($ trillions)

Source: New York Federal Reserve

will maintain low rates via bond 

purchases.  At this point, rates are 

expected to remain at current levels 

until mid-2015. 

Ongoing Deleveraging: As  Exhibit 2 

shows, consumer debt – as measured 

by aggregate U.S. household debt 

– is at its lowest level in four years, 

having dropped approximately $1 

trillion since the first quarter of 2008. 

CONT...

dative to economic growth, with 

its December announcement 

of further bond purchases as 

the latest round of evidence.  

In particular, the December 

announcement confirmed what 

many had long suspected: 

the Fed is targeting a specific 

unemployment rate (6.5%) 

with its actions, and as long as 

inflation remains under 2.5%, it 

One year extension of unemployment 

rates.

 

Permanent lower estate tax rates for 

estates worth $5 million or less.

 

Permanent fix for the Alternative Min-

imum Tax.

 

One year freeze on scheduled cuts 

to doctors’ Medicare payments (also 

known as the “Doc Fix”).

•

• 

 

 

• 

 

 

•

In total, the resolution reached by Congress 

avoided the economic calamity of going 

over the fiscal cliff, but also left many 

issues unresolved.  Chief among them are 

spending cuts, entitlement reform, and 

increases to the debt ceiling.  The short-

term market reaction was positive, but 

much work remains to be done before all of 

these items have been addressed.

Although the fiscal cliff debate commanded 

most of the headlines in the later parts 

of 2012, there are other economic 

developments and policies that serve as 

additional context heading into 2013.  

Chief among them are the following:

The Eurozone Debt Crisis: several 

measures enacted by Mario Draghi 

and the ECB – most especially the Out-

right Monetary Transactions (“OMT”) 

program - have reduced the fears of a 

eurozone meltdown and countries ex-

iting the euro, but as  Exhibit 1 shows, 

debt levels continue to be a concern 

for many European countries.  By ex-

tension, another flare-up in one of the 

major eurozone countries would likely 

be a headwind for global economies 

and markets.

 

Fed Policies: The Federal Reserve 

continues to be extremely accommo-

•
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This reduction in household debt, 

combined with record low interest 

rates, has significantly reduced the 

debt service burden of consumers.  

It should be noted, though, that this 

deleveraging is relevant only to house-

holds, and the same pattern most cer-

tainly does not hold true for the U.S. 

government.

With the backdrop now in place, we turn 

our attention towards 2013 and what 

to expect from a recovering yet fragile 

domestic economy.  Our approach to 

assessing the economy focuses on three 

primary economic variables:

GDP – to measure economic growth 

Unemployment – to assess the labor 

market

 

Inflation – to follow price levels

We cover each of these items below.

GDP

As Exhibit 3 shows, consumption is easily 

the largest component of GDP.  While the 

drop in household debt would suggest that 

consumption will rise as a result of smaller 

debt service payments, several details of 

the fiscal cliff resolution will likely trump the 

deleveraging trend and in fact slow personal 

consumption.  Perhaps most critical of 

these is the expiration of the 2% payroll tax 

holiday, which expired on January 1 and 

will remove $30 billion from consumers’ 

pockets each quarter.1   Second, the higher 

taxes on upper income households will 

serve as an additional headwind.  Last but 

not least is that tax refunds will be delayed 

this year because of how late the fiscal 

Exhibit 3: GDP Composition

Source: JP Morgan Asset Management

cliff agreement was reached.

The other two large components of 

GDP – government spending and 

investment – are not expected to 

drive remarkable growth, either.  

Government spending will naturally be 

reduced as part of the sequester, and 

businesses will be hesitant to make 

large investments (despite their record 

high levels of cash) until more clarity 

is reached in relation to lingering 

economic issues, most especially the 

debt ceiling.  Not surprisingly, we 

expect another year of sluggish GDP 

growth for most of 2013.  While GDP 

growth may approach 3% towards 

the end of the year, we think the first 

two quarters of 2013 will feature GDP 

growth levels at or below 2%.  Here’s 

hoping for a surprise to the upside on 

economic growth in 2013.

Unemployment

At first glance, December’s unemp-

loyment rate of 7.8% signals an    

improving labor market, but closer 

examination reveals that a drop in 

the labor force participation rate 

is at least partly responsible for 

this “improvement”.  Job creation 

averaged approximately 150,000 

per month in 2012;2 while this is a 

respectable figure, it is not enough 

to drive the unemployment rate to 

the 6.5% target established by the 

Fed.  Unemployment tends to be a 

lagging indicator, dependent on the 

state of the economy: companies are 

not likely to pursue aggressive hiring 

programs until they have experienced 

sustained growth.  Therefore, until we 

see significant economic growth of 3% 

or more for at least two consecutive 

quarters, unemployment will remain 

above 7%, with most improvements 

driven by the labor force participation 

rate instead of impressive job creation.

Inflation

One of the consistent themes over  

1 “US Fiscal Cliff Deal: A Stopgap, Not a Solution”, Blackrock, January 2, 2013
2 

“Labor Force Participation Rate”, Marquette Associates, December 20, 2012
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FIXED INCOME: 
Anything Left?

 GREGORY J. LEONBERGER, FSA, EA, MAAA, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

The past year has been an excellent one for risk assets.  On the plus side, investors in spread products reaped strong returns 

throughout 2012.  On the minus side, spreads have tightened significantly, and offer average at best value going forward.  Exhibit 

1 (next page)  shows the difference between the level of spreads and their long-term averages for various sectors, as measured 

by standard deviation.  Credit and securitized assets looked attractive at the beginning of the year compared to history.  Spreads 

in financials in particular were very wide at the close of 2011 as identified in last year’s Marquette market preview.  Spreads in 

financials have since compressed to within their long-term averages, driving a 14.7% return in 2012.  The story is similar for other 

sectors highlighted at the beginning of the year by Marquette, including CMBS and high yield.  Spreads in these sectors have 

also tightened, and CMBS and high yield were up 10.0% and 15.8%, respectively, in 2012.  Overall, all sectors identified at the 

beginning of the year as offering attractive valuations (including non-agency RMBS which is not pictured below), delivered strong 

returns in 2012.

improve their balance sheets.  However, a large cloud of uncertainty continues to block most of these rays of hope, with much still 

to be tackled in regard to our country’s budget challenges.  If not properly confronted with sustainable, long-term solutions, these 

issues will further impair our economy and financial markets.  It is our hope that policy makers will band together to create policies 

that foster healthy economic growth over both the short- and long-term.  

the last four years has been low inflation, and 2013 appears to hold serve in this regard.  Although breakeven inflation rates have 

ticked upward over the last few months, they have remained at or below 2.5%.  Despite the massive stimulus enacted by the 

Federal Reserve, the funds injected into the economy have not turned over quickly.  This rate of turnover, or velocity, is what causes 

inflation, but as Exhibit 4 illustrates, it sits well below its historical average and continues to decrease.

2013 Market Preview January 2013 4
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Exhibit 4: Decreasing Velocity of the Money Supply 

Source: Saint Louis Federal Reserve

 “One area of the fixed income markets 
that does look somewhat interesting 
compared to historical valuations is the 
leveraged loan market.”

Furthermore, high unemployment means 

that workers have very little leverage 

when it comes to negotiating higher 

wages, which helps keep costs down for 

businesses.  In turn, prices remain low 

for goods and services.  Last, the high 

oil and agricultural prices that plagued 

consumers in 2012 are expected to 

abate in 2013, further contributing to low 

inflation.

Conclusion

Looking at the big picture of the economy, 

there are glimpses of good news: the 

fiscal cliff crisis was averted, the massive 

budget deficit is finally being addressed, 

the Eurozone is in better shape today than 

a year ago, and consumers continue to 
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Where does this leave investors for 2013?  

With most sectors trading near fair value 

if not slightly above fair value, it is difficult 

to recommend any particular bond sector 

overweights headed into 2013.  However, 

it is difficult to recommend too much of 

an underweight to sectors such as high 

yield either, given the relative health of 

corporate balance sheets and the dearth 

of opportunities in a low interest rate 

environment.  With short-term interest 

rates slated to remain low for the next few 

years, a 6.1% yield still looks reasonably 

attractive.  

As always, investors should be mindful 

of risks.  High yield bond prices are not 

immune to outside shocks, such as another 

flare-up of problems in Europe, or a 

particularly negative outcome to the  fiscal Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 1: Fixed Income Sector OAS Z-Scores Past & Present

CONT...

cliff negotiations.  Markets experienced just such a shock in August 2011, as headlines out of Europe read “Debt Crisis Threatens 

to Break Up Europe.”1   High yield bond spreads widened 70 bps in one day, and continued higher until the crisis was contained by 

ECB actions, as shown below.  On the negative side, given the amount of political risk in 2013 it is not unthinkable that such an event 

could happen again.  On the positive side, future spread widening due to exogenous political factors could be an opportune time 

Exhibit 2: High Yield OAS, 2010-2012
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to increase credit weightings at more 

attractive valuations.

 

One area of the fixed income markets 

that does look somewhat interesting 

compared to historical valuations is the 

leveraged loan market.  Exhibit 3 (next 

page) shows the spread between the 

yield for senior secured loans vs. high 

yield bonds.  Leveraged loans performed 

well in 2012, up 9.4%, but lagged high 

yield bonds significantly.  This has caused 

the difference in yield between loans 

and bonds to decline to all time lows.  

Currently, the yield on the CSFB leveraged 

loan index is just 57 bps less than the 

Barclays High Yield index.  Given that the 

historical default loss rates for high yield  

have been 1-1.5% higher than for leveraged loans, this makes long-term yields for senior secured loans look comparable or superior 

Source: BarCap

1 “Debt Crisis Threatens to Break Up Europe,” Philip Aldrick. The Telegraph, August 5, 2011
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Exhibit 3: High Yield YTW - Leveraged Loan 3 Year Discount Margin

Exhibit 4: High Yield Bond vs. Bank Loan Fund Flows

CONT...

to high yield bonds on a default adjusted 

basis.  This despite leveraged loans 

offering lower risk in terms of standard 

deviation, and very limited duration due 

to the floating rate coupon.

 

The outperformance of high yield is at least 

partly fueled by a Fed-induced surge of 

money into risk assets.  High yield mutual 

funds experienced large inflows in 2012, 

with investors pouring $41B into high 

yield bonds, versus just $9B for leveraged 

loans.  Leveraged loan funds were more 

popular in 2011, as investors were more 

concerned about the potential for rising 

interest rates.  After it became clear 

that rates were on hold for some time, 

investors fled bank loan funds in August, 

leading to the largest single month of 

outflows ever experienced including 

2008.  Interestingly, November of 2012 

marked the first month that leveraged 

loan fund flows exceed those of high yield 

bonds since mid 2011.  Of course, one 

data point does not equal a trend.  Still, 

signs of increasing investor appetite are 

encouraging, and unlike other sectors, 

valuations do look reasonably attractive.  

Additionally, due to their seniority in 

the capital structure and lower standard 

deviation of returns, leveraged loans may 

offer lower downside than high yield in 

the event of an exogenous shock.  Loans 

could be one area of the market with 

potential to deliver comparably strong 

performance in 2013.

 

Another key factor that could potentially 

boost loan returns in 2013 is the continued 

resurgence of the CLO market.  After 

falling to near zero in 2009, CLO issuance 

has returned to near 2004 levels of about 

$50-60B as investors strive for additional 
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yield.  Loans are typically callable 

with limited penalties, so there is less 

upside in terms of price appreciation 

for loans than high yield bonds.  

However, unlike bonds which are 

currently trading at a premium to par, 

many loans still trade at a discount.  

The average price of the first lien 

portion of the CSFB index is $96.8.  

Thus, if increased demand drives 

up prices or leads to increased 

refinancing, loan investors could benefit.

Loans High Yield



U.S. EQUITY: 
Approaching Fair Value?  
 
KELLI SCHRADE, CAIA, MANAGING PARTNER 

 
2012: Strong Gains 

The U.S. stock market ended 2012 with solid gains, with most U.S. equity asset classes returning between 14% and 18%. For almost 

the entire year, large-cap stocks dominated small-cap stocks, as yield-starved investors sought out dividend-producing large-cap 

stocks.  The Russell 1000 Value, with an average dividend yield of 2.5%, gained 17.5%.  However, a big fourth quarter rally in value 

stocks, particularly in December, led the mid-value and small-value asset classes to the best returns of the year, 18.5% and 18.0%, 

respectively.

Compared with the last two years, 2012 was a fairly “calm” year, with only a minor spike in the Volatility Index (“VIX”), often referred 

to as the “fear” index, in the second quarter.  During the second quarter, Italian and Spanish bond yields crept upwards, invoking 

yet another increase in market nervousness over the European debt crisis. Other familiar macroeconomic topics dominated the 

news headlines: the looming “Fiscal Cliff,” and a slowdown in the Chinese economy.  Once again, we saw macroeconomic issues 

from abroad adversely affecting the U.S. equity market, albeit temporarily.

With 2012’s strong showing, the U.S. Equity market has posted a 120%+ gain since the market low in March 2009.  The path to 

that spectacular return, however, has been anything but smooth.  The chart below shows the twists and turns of the S&P 500 over 

Overall, expect more muted fixed income returns in 2013, as the “easy” gains due to spread tightening have been made.  Investors 

can still pick up additional income by adding risk, which is relatively fairly priced.  However, given the macro risks out there, this 

could lead to a bumpy ride.  

Exhibit 1: S&P 500 Index vs. VIX Index 
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 “Given the stock market’s strong 
performance in 2012, most asset classes 
are closing in on their historical valuation 
levels.”

Source: Bloomberg

the past two years, overlaid with VIX. 

As the chart indicates, the S&P 500 has 

experienced an upward trajectory since 

March 2009, with several down periods 

as volatility spiked. 

 

The Apple Effect

In the mid-1800s, a popular metaphor was 

“When France sneezes, Europe catches 

a cold.” This undoubtedly reflected the 

enormous influence of the French at the 

time.  The same could be said of Apple 

today.  In August 2012, Apple’s stock 

market value hit $623 billion, making it 

the largest U.S. company ever.  During 

2012, Apple accounted for more than 5% 

of the S&P 500 index.  Only four other 

companies, Cisco, Microsoft, GE, and 

Exxon, have been in that position and none held it for more than a year.  It’s not just index funds that own Apple.  Shares of the 

company are held by more than 3,000 mutual funds, and institutional investment is approximately $315 billion.1   

1 Morningstar, Inc.  Data as of December 2012.
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Exhibit 2: Apple’s Weighting and Return Contribution to S&P 500 (2012)

Source: Bloomberg

CONT...

Value Core Growth

Large 84.8% 76.9% 72.7%
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Apple’s effect on the U.S. stock market 

cannot be underestimated.  Before a dip 

in the fourth quarter, shares of Apple 

stock were up 65%, helping propel the 

S&P 500 index to a 16% gain.  Take Apple 

out of the equation, and the index falls 

more than 2%. As Exhibit 2 indicates, 

Apple’s attribution to the S&P 500 was 

more than the bottom 70% (350 stocks) 

combined.  It is rare that the performance 

of a single company has such a dramatic 

impact on overall market performance.  

That was the case in 2012, however, as the 

highs and lows of Apple impacted equity 

indices, mutual funds, and institutional 

investments to a large degree.

 

Opportunities:  Growth Stocks

Using traditional valuation metrics, 

the U.S equity market is approaching 

fair value. Given the stock market’s 

strong performance in 2012, most asset 

classes are closing in on their historical 

valuation levels. The table below depicts 

each broad asset classes’ current price-

to-earnings ratio as a percentage of 

its 20-year price-to-earnings ratio. 

Exhibit 3: Current P/E as a % of 20-year       

avg. P/E 

Source: JP Morgan Data through 12/31/2012

Based on these metrics, the biggest 

opportunities in the market lie in growth 

stocks, which are trading 23-27% cheaper 

than their historical averages.  On the 

flipside, small value appears the closest 

to fair value. 

Exhibit 4: 2013 S&P Sectors Earnings Growth vs. Revenue Growth

Source: FactSet
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NON-U.S. EQUITY: 
Is the Worst Behind Us? 
 

TOM SALEMY, CFA, SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST 

Eurozone: Moving Forward, Growth Needed

For non-U.S. equity investors, 2012 was a year filled with both uncertainty and volatility. Stock market returns were driven 

predominately by the European debt crisis, rather than fundamentals. While some countries, specifically Italy, Ireland, and Portugal, 

made great strides in their fiscal progress, other countries such as Spain and Greece continued to struggle. During 2012, Eurozone 

leaders approved a €100 billion Spanish bank bailout and many investors believe that Spain will need to request a full-fledged 

bailout in the near future. 

Greece dominated headlines in 2012 as the country continued to miss all deficit and debt reduction targets agreed upon when 

Greece’s second bailout of €130 billion was finalized in February of 2012. The bailout terms specified that all money would be 

distributed in tranches, meaning every time a tranche is due to be dispersed, European leaders and agencies debate whether 

Greece has accomplished enough to warrant the next tranche. 

Considering that equity markets like certainty, 2012 was a surprisingly good year for non-U.S. equities. Because of the progress 

made with the European debt crisis and the relative optimism that the worst is behind Europe, all major non-U.S. equity indices 

were in positive, double-digit territory for the year. The MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. index, the EAFE index, and the emerging markets 

(“EM”) index returned 17.4%, 17.9%, and 18.6%, respectively. However, with the Eurozone in its second recession since 2009, 

there is still much work to do to regain investor confidence. Ultimately, struggling European countries need growth policies; 

unfortunately, other than fiscal austerity, no long-term solutions have been developed.

Looking Forward to 2013

While the Euro’s survival thus far is undoubtedly a positive, the past few years have illustrated that its ongoing viability will be 

problematic for certain countries and economies (i.e. Spain, Greece). 2013 should repeat many themes that investors witnessed in 

2012, with the European debt crisis likely to remain the main driver of non-U.S. equity returns. Though several troubled European 

countries have made fiscal progress, other countries (Spain and Greece) still have much work to do. In 2013, investors should 

expect international equity markets to be driven by two factors: policies and earnings growth. If policies enacted by European 

leaders, the European Central Bank (“ECB”), and the International Monetary Fund continue to alleviate the crisis and investors 

believe that Europe will resume GDP growth, then equity markets should do well. 

2013 Market Preview January 2013 9
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 “Unlike the beginning of 2012 when non-U.S. 
valuations were extremely low, current valuations are 
relatively aligned with what most investors consider 
fair.”

What Lies Ahead: Overly Optimistic Expectations? 

Currently, earnings expectations among the S&P sectors reflect an optimistic picture of earnings growth in 2013. Exhibit 4 (previous 

page) depicts analyst predictions for earnings growth as well as revenue growth for the year ahead. Materials and telecom lead the 

way, with an estimated 20% earnings growth increase. 

With most economists predicting GDP growth around 2-3%, the analyst earnings and revenue growth expectations reveal a 

surprisingly rosy picture for the next 12 months.  This may lead to disappointment in 2013, as familiar macroeconomic concerns 

have yet to be fully resolved, and could continue to put pressure on the U.S. equity market. 

The European sovereign-debt crisis, the slowdown in emerging markets, and the fiscal cliff resolution should still elicit concern and 

caution among equity investors. Based on those pressing issues, we anticipate modest returns for equities in 2013. 
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Exhibit 1: ACWI ex. U.S. Company Earnings

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 2: Debt % of GDP

Source: IMF 

Unlike the beginning of 2012 when 

non-U.S. valuations were extremely low, 

current valuations are relatively aligned 

with what most investors consider fair. 

As of year-end, the MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. 

index, the EAFE index, and the EM index 

had price-to-earnings (“P/E”) ratios 

of 14.4, 14.9, and 12.7, respectively. 

Therefore, going forward, most investors 

will focus on earnings growth. 

Over the past year, many non-U.S. 

companies’ earnings deteriorated as 

the European debt crisis took hold. For 

example, Exhibit 1 shows that ACWI 

ex. U.S. companies’ earnings per-share1 

(“EPS”) had decreased over 21% when 

October 2012 EPS is compared to 

October 2011 EPS. In October 2011, 

the ACWI ex. U.S. index had EPS of 19.4 

compared to October 2012 when the 

index EPS was 15.2. One positive is that 

emerging markets have continued to 

contribute a larger portion of developed 

companies’ earnings and have helped 

to cushion many companies’ earnings. 

Going forward, earnings growth will likely 

be driven by macro-factors, most notably 

a European recovery and emerging 

markets growth. If emerging markets 

continue to grow and European leaders 

enact some form of growth resolution, 

we should likely see an underpinning in 

international equity markets. 

Moving beyond the Eurozone, the debt2  

disparity between developed and non-

developed countries has continued to 

worsen. Since the 2008 global financial 

crisis, most developed countries have 

experienced low GDP growth and used 

various stimulus measures to sustain 

their respective economies, leading to 

15

16
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21

ACWI ex. U.S. Company Earnings

12/31/20126/30/201212/31/20116/30/201112/31/2010

1 EPS defined as trailing 12 month earnings per share 
2 Debt as a percentage of GDP
3 Figures after 2011 are estimates

fiscal imbalances and increased debt 

levels. In contrast, non-developed 

countries have experienced relatively 

strong GDP growth and minimal debt 

level increases.  Exhibit 2 illustrates this 

point. In 2007, developed countries 

had an average debt level of 74%  

compared to 35% for non-developed 

countries. At the end of 2011, the figures 

for developed and non-developed 

countries were 105% and 36%, 

respectively, and likely to trend up for 

developed countries and down for non-

developed economies.3 
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 “One of the main challenges for hedge fund managers 
today is that most risk assets look fairly priced, if not 
slightly expensive.”

CONT...

HEDGE FUNDS: 
Return to Normal?  
 

NAT KELLOGG, CFA,  
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

After a very challenging 2010 and 2011 

hedge funds largely met expectations in 

2012.  While returns trailed the broader 

equity markets, hedge funds produced 

solidly positive returns with relatively 

low risk and outperformed the broader 

bond market.  As we mentioned in our 

2012 preview, asset-backed securities 

(“ABS”), and more specifically non agency 

residential mortgage-back securities 

(“RMBS”), were the place to be in 2012.  

After a difficult 2011 non-agency RMBS 

benefited from an end to the forced 

selling that plagued the market for much 

of the year, and began to benefit from 

the nascent recovery in the U.S. housing

Relatively lower debt levels, stronger GDP growth, and favorable long-term secular trends should likely drive emerging market 

equities to higher returns compared to their developed market counterparts. However, over the last three years, emerging market 

returns have significantly trailed the majority of developed market indices. Since the beginning of 2010, emerging market stocks 

have returned a cumulative 15.7%, while U.S. large-cap, U.S. small-cap, international large-cap, and international small-cap stocks 

returned 36.3%, 41.4%, 12.6%, and 23.6%, respectively. With the exception of non-U.S. developed stocks, it appears that investors 

have returned to some of the riskier equity markets, but have left emerging markets behind. Because emerging market stocks are 

treated as risk-on, risk-off investments, they are likely to remain under pressure until the global economy improves and there is 

more certainty surrounding both the European debt crisis and the U.S. political issues.

Conclusion

2013 will likely be another year driven primarily by the European debt crisis for non-U.S. equities. Overall, the international landscape 

is much better than it was at the beginning of last year, though the European debt crisis remains at the forefront of investors’ 

minds. Despite the severe problems in Greece and Spain, other troubled European countries have made meaningful progress with 

their respective fiscal issues. Austerity has thus far led to mixed results.  Fortunately, it appears that the worst has passed for the 

Eurozone, which could lead more investors to return to the international market. From an economic, social, and cultural viewpoint, 

it is important for European leaders to introduce growth policies as new avenues of support.  

Despite ongoing concerns, non-U.S. developed equities have recovered from the extremely low valuations seen at the beginning 

of 2012. However, emerging market equities appear attractively valued considering the exposure to the long-term secular growth 

trends they provide investors. There remains a great deal of uncertainty surrounding the global economy, which will likely cause 

a few hiccups for international equity markets over the course of the year. However, there is little doubt that international equity 

markets appear better positioned heading into 2013 than in years past.

Exhibit 1: Strategy Performance Year-to-date
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market as the year progressed.  As a result, ABS was by far the best performing hedge fund strategy during the year.

Despite a long list of investor concerns at the beginning of the year very few fears were realized.  China successfully navigated 

its leadership transition, Europe was able to kick the can further down the road making a near term break-up of the EU very 

unlikely, and the U.S. delivered steady but slow economic growth.  The result was that both implied and realized volatility dropped 

significantly.  This also meant that a number of the most popular bearish hedge fund bets (investment grade CDS, European 

sovereign CDS, Japanese sovereign CDS, and short China) failed to pay off. 

Exhibit 2: CDS Price (per $10M Notional)
Peering into our crystal ball for 2013 

there are no obvious areas of the market 

that look unusually attractive.  Merger 

arbitrage and event driven managers 

should do well if corporate M&A activity 

increases once there is some clarity on 

the fiscal cliff.  However, spreads on deals 

are likely to stay fairly tight because rates 

are so low and corporations continue 

to hoard cash because of the uncertain 

outlook for global growth.  ABS was a 

great place to be in 2012 but loss adjusted 

yields on these securities are now in the 

single digits and are more dependent on 

stable housing prices than a year ago.  

The distressed cycle from the credit crisis 

is largely complete, and most funds are 

now waiting for something to happen in 

Europe, but timing remains uncertain.  Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 3: Volatility
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One of the main challenges for hedge 

fund managers today is that most risk 

assets look fairly priced, if not slightly 

expensive.  For example, high yield 

spreads are roughly normal, but absolute 

levels of yields are at historic lows.  

Equities look moderately attractive 

based on current earnings but long term 

valuation measures like the cyclically 

adjusted P/E ratio indicate equities 

currently trade modestly above fair value.  

Normally this would drive hedge fund 

managers to cash or other low risk assets.  

But the real (inflation adjusted) return on 

most low risk assets today is negative, 

making riskless assets an unattractive 

option.  

CONT...Source: Bloomberg
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Exhibit 1: Trailing Four Quarter Implied Appraisal Cap Rate 

Exhibit 2: Spread over 10-Yr. U.S. Treasuries  

Source: Third Quarter 2012 NCREIF Indices Review

Source: Third Quarter 2012 NCREIF Indices Review

CONT...

REAL ESTATE: 
Consistency Wins 
 

ELIZABETH FRANCIS, CIMA ®,  
SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST

Introduction

In 2012, real estate was once again a 

top performer in client portfolios.   The 

NCREIF Fund Index estimated a fourth-

quarter return of 2.32%, resulting in an 

almost 11% gain for 2012.  Again, real 

estate provided a consistent, positive 

return each and every quarter with an 

increased income distribution.  Two factors 

contributed to the positive returns: (1) the 

inherent stability in real assets and (2) the 

pricing rebound since the market trough.  

Appraisal values for properties continued 

to improve, but have begun to level off.  

With this, the cap rate compression story 

is coming to an end (Exhibit 1); instead, 

the focus will be on increasing the income 

returns through increased occupancy and 

absorption.  2013 returns are expected 

to fall within the normal historic range of 

7.0-10.0%.1 

Current Environment

Commercial real estate is providing a 

healthy 4% spread over U.S. Treasuries 

(Exhibit 2).  As interest rates are not 

expected to increase in the immediate 

future, this  trend should remain in place.

Overall pricing has returned to par from 

One bright spot we see is that the low level of volatility currently being priced into the market (see Exhibits 2 and 3 on previous 

page) allows hedge funds to cost effectively hedge for the first time since the financial crisis.  This should allow hedge fund 

managers to continue taking risk in their portfolios without exposing their portfolios to excessive amounts of market beta.  While 

hedge fund returns have been admittedly lackluster over the last three years, they may offer investors a relatively attractive option 

in 2013, especially considering bond yields are at historic lows and equity markets have rallied over 100% from the credit crisis lows.  

 “Overall pricing has returned to par from its low in 2009, 
but is still about 15% below pre-crisis peak levels.”
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its low in 2009, but is still about 15% below pre-crisis peak levels.  Depending upon the sector (apartment, office, retail or industrial)



Sectors

Although one can invest in various real estate sectors, below we highlight the established core sectors.  As previously stated, not 

all sectors have rebounded with the same velocity; the sectors do not perform in lockstep with one another.  
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CONT...

there is further room to improve.  In the downturn, office properties were hurt the most (-32%), followed by industrial and apartment 

(-30%), and retail faring the best (-23%).  Since the trough, all property types have rebounded, but to different extents.  For 

example, apartments have improved in pricing by 30%, while retail has only improved 20%.  The property type under/over weights 

of a fund will help guide performance expectations. 

Exhibit 3: NPI Occupancy

Source: Third Quarter 2012 NCREIF Indices Review

Another factor influencing future returns 

is the use of leverage.  As investors have 

come to understand, leverage magnifies 

returns – it helps in an up-market and 

hurts in a down-market.  The median core 

fund has a 23% leverage position.  With 

rates expected to remain low until at least 

mid-2015, in theory the use of leverage 

should be accretive to funds.  Of course, 

this will only be possible if occupancy 

remains strong.  The trend has been 

improving (Exhibit 3).

A property’s value can fluctuate in value 

from quarter to quarter or year to year 

depending on occupancy levels, rents, 

and maintenance costs.  If occupancy 

remains constant or increases, it makes 

sense that the value would stay the 

same or slightly rise.  If the occupancy 

level decreases, the corresponding 

income level will decrease.  This change 

to the property’s cash flows will affect 

the valuation.  Analyzing the quarterly, 

since-inception (March 1978) data of the 

NCREIF NPI Index, the income return has 

averaged 1.83% per quarter, while the 

appreciation component has averaged 

0.37% per quarter.  The consistency 

of the income stream is the reason we 

recommend an investment in real estate.  

It should be noted that although the 

quarterly income return has decreased 

over time, it is providing a better coupon 

than traditional fixed income.

Exhibit 4: Quarterly Historic and Average Income Level

Source: Encorr and NCREIF
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Exhibit 5: Return Expectations

Source: Pension Real Estate Association

Apartment – has been the golden 

child in the real estate recovery.  There 

was a lack of supply when homeown-

ership levels decreased allowing own-

ers of rental units to increase prices 

which aided in the sector’s recovery.  

As new supply is coming on line in 

2013 - 2015, especially in high growth 

areas (tech and energy corridors, ma-

jor markets), pricing will once again 

come under pressure. 

Hotel – can adjust room rates on a 

daily basis depending on macro and 

micro factors.  Because of this ability, 

hotels are a leading indicator of mar-

ket performance.  We have seen travel 

increasing, but room rates are still not 

back to pre-crisis levels.

Industrial – if employment continues 

to recover and consumption increas-

es, companies will once again replen-

ish and store inventories leading to 

further recovery and increased ware-

house demand.

 

Office – differing from hotels, offices 

are typically a lagging indicator of the 

real estate market.  With election re-

sult certainty, companies may start to 

put balance sheet cash to work.  As 

employment improves, so too will of-

fices.  Buildings located in the stron-

ger markets of tech and energy em-

ployers will recover faster earlier. 

Retail – as the consumer improves, 

retail will improve.  Foot traffic drives 

sales.  With increased sales, owners 

can demand higher rents.  If the choice 

is between a vacant store front pay-

ing no rent and an occupied one pay-

ing low rent, the low rent should win. 

•

•

•

•

•

2
 Prudential, U.S. Quarterly Outlook, April 2012
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Class-A malls should continue to do 

well, while strip centers may still face 

problems.

Conclusion

We expect real estate funds will 

continue to produce strong income 

returns for the next few years.  Any 

outsized returns will be gained from 

how a manager invests the portfolio.  

Are there concentrations in any one 

strong sector or area of the market?  

Is there leverage on the properties 

or the fund that is accretive?  Does 

the manager have cash on hand to buy a 

property at a fair price or sell a property in a 

bidding war?  Strategy and execution will be 

of paramount importance. 

Though our view on real estate is positive, 

we are mindful that high leverage levels per-

sist, and need to be addressed as $1.7 tril-

lion dollars is coming due in the next five 

years.  Banks’ balance sheets are improving, 

and an increasing number of loans are being 

sold above the outstanding balance amount. 

Recapitalizations of properties’ capital stacks 

will provide new opportunities for equity and 

mezzanine investors. 

PRIVATE EQUITY: 
Trends for 2013 

NAT KELLOGG, CFA,  
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

The private equity industry continued to make progress on its long, slow recovery 

from the financial crisis.  Sluggish economic growth remains a challenge, but the 

credit markets have been very accommodative, especially for larger companies, 

and both deal activity and exits increased modestly in 2012 compared to 2011.  

 “...add-on acquisitions have 
become an increasingly 
common way for private 
equity firms to create value.”
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Exhibit 2: Sponsored High-Yield Issuance

Global private equity fund raising was $312 billion in 2012.  This is the fourth straight year that fundraising has totaled about 

$300 billion, and this appears to be the new normal for investor appetite for private equity.  While fundraising is likely to remain 

challenging, the current level is a far more sustainable level of capital for the industry to manage, and should lead to more consistent  

Exhibit 1: Fundraisinginvestor returns over the long term. 

While 2012 was a fairly uneventful year two 

key trends emerged that seem likely to car-

ry over into 2013.  First, the credit markets 

were very accommodative, particularly in the 

fourth quarter.  High yield issuance by spon-

sor backed companies hit an all time high 

during the final quarter of 2012.  It is unclear 

if this will be good for high-yield bond inves-

tors, but it has allowed buyout firms to raise 

a substantial amount of capital at attractive 

rates and on very good terms. Proceeds 

were used to refinance and extend more 

expensive debt, pay dividends, and make 

add-on acquisitions.  The increased number 

of add-on acquisitions was the second key 

trend we expect to continue in 2013.  With 

valuations for high quality companies ap-

proaching the 2007 peak and organic sales 

growth difficult to find, given the challenging 

macroeconomic environment, add-on acqui-

sitions have become an increasingly common 

way for private equity firms to create value.  

Add-on acquisitions tend to trade at lower 

valuation multiples because they lack scale 

and acquiring competitors can help private 

equity managers grow sales and increase the 

profit margins of their portfolio companies. 

One area of notable disappointment was the 

poor public market performance of some 

high profile venture backed IPOs.  Facebook, 

Groupon, and Zynga all dropped more than 

50% (from peak to trough) during 2012.  The 

poor performance of these companies has 

cooled investor appetite for venture backed 

firms.  This is likely to have a negative effect 

on the IPO market in 2013, and will likely 

lead to fewer realizations for venture inves-

tors in the New Year.     
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INFRASTRUCTURE: 
Opportunities on the Rise 

ELIZABETH FRANCIS, CIMA ®,  
SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST

Introduction
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Exhibit 3: Zynga, Groupon and Facebook 2012 Performance
Lastly, Mitt Romney’s presidential 

campaign put a spotlight on the private 

equity industry that most general partners 

would soon forget.  While we expect 

the negative press will have little long 

term effect on the industry, the taxing 

of carried interest at long term capital 

gains rates came to an end as part of  the 

fiscal cliff deal.  Despite some rhetoric 

to the contrary, we expect the end of 

this tax break will have no effect on GP’s 

incentives or the number of firms in the 

industry.  

 “Broad acceptance of the asset class by public pension 
funds, endowments, private pension funds, insurance 
companies, and foundations will bolster the sector...”

Infrastructure continues to be an asset 

class investors turn to for potential 

diversification, inflation hedging, 

outsized returns versus traditional fixed 

income, stability, and long-term growth 

potential.  With these investor goals in 

mind, general partners are working to 

construct portfolios exhibiting all of these 

characteristics.  Present still are concerns: 

fees, manager skill, transparency, life-

stage, and performance.  

Current Picture

Demand for infrastructure development 

and maintenance continues as a world-

wide theme.  As developed economies 

continue to reel under debt burdens 

and unsubstantial GDP growth, private 

investors are filling in the gaps.  Data 

from a Preqin study revealed that 78% of 

surveyed investors have developed plans 

to make an infrastructure investment   

Exhibit 1: Investor Plans for Future Infrastructure Exposure
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within the next twelve months, 

primarily in unlisted funds as opposed 

to listed funds. 

As a result of these trends, we have 

seen large fund raises occur.  Global   

Infrastructure Partners closed its 

second fund with $8.25 billion, the largest 

infrastructure fund in history.  Alinda Capital 

Partners is raising its third fund valued at 

$3.0 billion, while RREEF Infrastructure is 

marketing a €2.0 billion fund in Europe. 

Analyzing the health of the market and funds, 
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Exhibit 2: Annual Unlisted Infrastructure Fundraising
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Exhibit 3: Deals Completed, 2012 and All Time 

Source: Preqin

Umeme – Actis Infrastructure Fund 

II conducted a successful IPO of 

Umeme raising $62.7M, 38% of the 

company’s capitalization. Umeme is 

an electricity distribution network in 

Uganda, contracted under a 20-year 

concession agreement with the na-

tional government. 

Hastings – this firm sold its stake 

in three separate airport corpora-

tions for $2.0 billion to the Future 

Fund.  The airports transacted are 

Melbourne and Launceston Airports 

(12.4% ownership), Queensland Air-

port (49.1% ownership), Perth Airport 

(29.7% ownership), and Darwin Inter-

national, Alice Springs, and Tennant 

Creek Airports (28.2% ownership).

Leaf River Energy Center – Mac-

quarie’s MIP II purchased a 100% 

ownership stake from NGS Energy.  

Leaf River Energy Center consists of 

two commercially operational caverns 

with a third under development and a 

fourth permitted.  It will have storage 

one can see that the number of funds rais-

ing capital is diminishing, but the capital 

raised per fund has increased.  For exam-

ple, in 2008 53 funds raised $39.6 billion of 

capital resulting in an average fund size of 

$750 million.  With the financial crisis, 2009 

was an off year, but fundraising improved 

in 2010, 2011, and 2012. In 2012, 25 funds 

were raised with $19.6 billion of capital 

resulting in an average fund size of $784 

million. Energy deals continue to dominate 

the landscape, followed by transportation 

and utilities. 

These examples1 highlight some of the 

more notable transactions and realizations 

that occurred in 2012:

•

•

capacity of 32 BcF of gas. 

Expectations 

The expectations we detailed last 

year remain as themes for 2013.  With 

the debt crisis affecting both public 

and private entities throughout all 

of Europe, it is expected that more 

assets will be coming to market for 

sale. Private owners will need to raise 

cash to secure their balance sheets and divest 

of non-core competency businesses, while 

public entities (various governments) will 

use the sales proceeds to trim costs, reduce 

debt, or outsource the servicing needs of 

appropriate infrastructure assets.    

Purchasers of infrastructure assets will need 

to have cash readily at theidisposal as debt 

financing may be difficult to obtain.  Fund 

managers who have ample cash on hand will 

2012 All Time

•
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Conclusion

2013 and beyond should continue to create numerous opportunities for infrastructure investors.  New products and assets will be 

coming to market, and we may see more asset divestments from funds coming to the end of their investment lives.  Broad acceptance 

of the asset class by public pension funds, endowments, private pension funds, insurance companies, and foundations will bolster 

the sector as these groups look to infrastructure for diversification, inflation hedging, outsized returns versus traditional fixed income, 

stability, and long-term growth potential income.
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be able to obtain assets more easily than those managers that are cash strapped or in fundraising mode.   Well-positioned purchasers 

may be able to negotiate better terms or prices for the assets as it is a buyer’s market, not a seller’s market.  


